ELEMENTARY MUSIC ROOM
EQUIPMENT PLANNER

www.wengercorp.com

An ideal music suite.
Wenger has the expertise and resources to create an elementary music
suite that works with you to get the most out of your time, your space,
and your students. We’ll help smooth the transitions between lessons
and give you the freedom to conduct multiple activities within the same
class period. And we’ll show you how fun and functionality can come
together to invigorate your teaching and involve your students.
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flipFORMS®
Flip them into multiple configurations.
Benches, tables, risers, stages, dancing
platforms. And even kids can flip them
into shape and roll them out of the way
in seconds.
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footNOTES
Children love walking, jumping and
dancing on the footNOTES Music Rug.
There is no better way to help students
learn and remember notation. With
movable overlays.
®

MAGNETIC NOTATION
SET AND NOTATION
PALETTE
The optional Magnetic Notation Set and Notation Palette
are must-have tools for use
with lessonWORKS.

Elementary Planning Tools.
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LESSON CARDS
Optional lesson cards
snap into the HandiHolder system and
can be used with any
Wenger board.
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lessonWORKS®
Makes every lesson more fun to prepare and
teach. Kids love the bold look, and you can
have an entire day’s lessons prepared and
ready to go. Magnetic dry-erase.
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tackBOARD
It will get used and used. That’s
why we make it so tough, with a
durable, easy-to-clean surface that
will outlast any other board and a
large 4’ x 4’ self-healing surface.

Wenger products are geared specifically to the dynamics of music rooms. Each product helps
students experience the pleasure of music by offering interactive opportunities that encourage
participation. Use online planning tools at wengercorp.com/plan. Wenger also offers a free
packet of planning tools with all the information you need to create the ideal music suite. Call
1.800.4WENGER (1.800.493.6437) or order it on our website at www.wengercorp.com.

instrument cabinet

ORFFmobile®
It’s the convenient way to store
and move valuable instruments.
And the ORFFmobile has three
stable surfaces so you can put
together an ensemble in a snap.

ORFFgarage

ORFFmobile

ORFFgarage®
Just drive it in and park. Now your
ORFF instruments are safe and
secure. Plus, there’s plenty of
storage for extra instruments —
and you can lock the cabinet tight.

SMALL INSTRUMENT CABINET
The convenient, flexible way to get
control of your music room. With
plenty of adjustable shelf space and
eleven color-coded bins.

poster cabinet

POSTER CABINET
No more cramming, ramming and
jamming. Oversized shelves keep
posters, charts and large lesson
boards protected and in order.
With shelves and color-coded bins.

Classic 50®
Music Stand

bookcase
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BOOKCASE
Affordable and durable, these
shelving unit gives you plenty of
smartly designed space for books,
music, and day-to-day teaching
materials. And it’s built to last.

tackBOARD

whiteBOARD
The board designed for the music
room — with the system that
keeps posters and lesson cards in
place so you can concentrate on
teaching. 4’ x 8’, with 152 lines.

MOBILE MEDIA
STORAGE CABINETS
No more messy wiring or stacked
equipment. Just roll this cabinet
out and turn it on. It’s smart,
selfcontained security and
storage for your media equipment.

Elementary Planning Guide.

This is the source that details how to put together the perfect
music facility from the ground up. For new construction or
renovation. Call your Wenger representative for your free copy.

Preface™
Music Stand

Bravo™
Music Stand

MUSIC STANDS
Wenger music stands are built to withstand
wear and never wobble. From the nearly
indestructible Bravo music stand that won’t
chip or dent to the traditional elegance of
the Classic 50 stand to the Preface music
stand - the reliable, lightweight stand with
an economical price.

Nota® Chair

Student Chair

MUSIC POSTURE CHAIRS
Wenger Music Posture Chairs are designed
to put students and musicians in the best
possible position to promote easier breathing and a more natural range of motion,
while decreasing fatigue and discomfort.

teacherTAXI® CART
The ultimate solution for transporting all your teaching essentials from
room to room, building to building,
with special features that make it
ideally suited to any teaching curriculum.

FLEX™ CONDUCTOR’S
SYSTEM
Built with heavy-duty construction and unwavering
stability. The perfect way
to conduct rehearsals
or performances.

PREFACE™ CONDUCTOR’S
STAND
Easy-to-use economy and aesthetics make the Preface Conductor’s
Stand ideal for all musical environments, including classroom,
rehearsal and performance areas.

STAGETEK™ STAGING
AND SEATED RISERS
Strong lightweight decks,
interchangeable legs and easy
setup allow you to create any kind
of platform configuration today and
change it tomorrow.

TROUPER® STAGING
AND SEATED RISERS
Decks with self-locking, fold-out
legs. Perfect for straightforward
setups that don’t need to be
reconfigured often.

STAGEHAND® STAGING
The ideal stage for one person
setup. Just roll it into place and
gas-assisted springs help lower
it smoothly into position.

STAGE BOXES
Large, medium and small
sizes that can be configured
into virtually any shape and lock
together to prevent slipping.

SIGNATURE®
CHORAL RISERS
The riser that has it all classic black styling, safe, simple
setup, lightweight handling, superb
stability and durability, as well as an
integrated backrail for safety.

TOURMASTER®
CHORAL RISERS
The most popular choral riser
in the world that goes where
choirs go. No other risers fold,
roll, set up or travel so smoothly.
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